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PERTURBATIVE AND NONPERTURBATIVEHIGGS SIGNALS�Adrian GhinulovRandall Laboratory of Physis, University of MihiganAnn Arbor, Mihigan 48109-1120, USAand CERN, 1211 Geneva, Switzerlandand Thomas BinothLaboratoire d'Anney-Le-Vieux de Physique Théoriquey LAPPChemin de Bellevue, B.P. 110, F-74941, Anney-le-Vieux, Frane(Reeived July 8, 1998)We disuss the urrent piture of the standard Higgs setor at strongoupling and the phenomenologial impliations for diret searhes at theLHC.PACS numbers: 14.80.BnReently, onsiderable progress has been made in understanding the na-ture of the standard Higgs setor when its oupling beomes strong. Teh-nially, omputations on a lattie in the Higgs setor still have a long wayto go to attain a preision useful phenomenologially, for instane when ap-plied to LHC proesses. Meanwhile, a new higher-order nonperturbative1=N approah proved able to math the preision of two-loop perturbativeresults at low oupling, while its validity extends into the strong ouplingzone as well. The availability of this nonperturbative approah opens up theperspetive to explore in a reliable way exiting ideas suh as the possibilityof a Higgs boson oupled strongly to the vetor bosons and to itself, and theformation of a spetrum of bound states at a higher sale. Suh possibilitieswere proposed in the past. However, they ould not be worked out from �rstpriniples beause a nonperturbative solution was missing.� Work supported by the US Department of Energy (DOE).y URA 1436 assoiée à l'Université de Savoie.(99)



100 A. Ghinulov, T. BinothFrom the experimental point of view, should a resonane similar to aHiggs boson be disovered at the LHC, it is ruial that its properties beunderstood su�iently well theoretially, so that a standard Higgs an bedistinguished from a nonminimal version. This an indeed be a serious issueif everything we know is perturbation theory, as it will beome lear fromthe following example.

Fig. 1. The urrent knowledge of the Higgs width at strong oupling. The massand width parametersMPEAK and �PEAK are extrated from the position and theheight of the Higgs resonane in fermion sattering as if the resonane was of Breit-Wigner type. We give the relation between MPEAK and �PEAK in perturbationtheory (LO, NLO and NNLO) and in the nonperturbative 1=N expansion (LO andNLO). For the perturbation theory urves we give the orresponding values of theon-shell mass parameter mH .Figure 1 summarizes the evolution of our knowledge of the width of theHiggs boson. Here we are onerned only with the width of a heavy Higgsboson, whih deays dominantly into vetor bosons. Quantum orretionsat the one-loop level were �rst onsidered in Ref. [1℄. There it was notiedthat the omputation of orretions of enhaned eletroweak strength anbe greatly simpli�ed by using the equivalene theorem in Landau gauge. Asone an see in this piture, the one-loop orretion turns out to be fairlysmall. This suggested that perturbation theory is perfetly under ontrolover the whole region of onern, even well above 1 TeV. There seemed tobe little point in alulating higher-loop orretions.



Perturbative and Nonperturbative Higgs Signals 101However, at the same time another solution was known, whih disagreednumerially quite strongly with perturbation theory. This approah at-tempted to alulate Green funtions in the sigma model by expanding in1=N , where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the theory, instead ofthe oupling onstant. This was proposed for the O(N)�symmetri sigmamodel in refs. [2�4℄. It was subsequently applied to the standard Higgs se-tor in refs. [5, 6℄. The resulting leading order width does not appear to benumerially useful beause it di�ers substantially from perturbation theoryat low oupling, where perturbation theory is expeted to be reliable. Thislarge disrepany raised doubts about the onsisteny of the 1=N approah.However, we alulated one order higher in both expansions [7�9℄, and itturns out that the disrepany between perturbation theory and the nonper-turbative 1=N expansion is redued dramatially. As an be seen in Fig. 1,the two expansions appear to be niely onverging towards a ommon so-lution. The next-to-leading 1=N solution and two-loop perturbation theoryare in a remarkable agreement up to suh high values of the Higgs mass as800�900 GeV.Also it an be seen from Fig. 1 that the true value of the deay widthan di�er onsiderably from the tree and one-loop level alulations, whihso far were used widely for phenomenologial studies for the LHC. As theoupling in the Higgs setor inreases, an interesting saturation of the masstakes plaes, where only the total deay width grows. Should a standardHiggs resonane be disovered at the LHC somewhere in the zone where thesaturation e�et omes into plae, the low-order perturbative analysis wouldsuggest that its oupling to the vetor bosons is too strong to be ompatiblewith the standard model.The two-loop perturbative analysis is based, just as the one-loop alu-lation, on the use of the equivalene theorem in Landau gauge. The maindi�ulty at the two-loop level is that it involves the evaluation of massivetwo-loop Feynman graphs at �nite external momentum. This is known tobe a di�ult problem beause the salar integrals in the general kinematiase are usually unknown analyti funtions. One partiular ase where thespeial funtions involved were identi�ed is the so�alled sunset self-energytopology. This was shown to be related to the Lauriella funtions [10℄. Itturns out that even in this ase the diagram is most e�iently evaluated bymeans of integral representations. For this reason, we developed a generalapproah whih is based entirely on integral representations when the ex-ternal momentum of the graph is �nite [7, 11℄. The ase with zero externalmomentum an always be treated analytially and the general solution hasbeen known for a long time [12℄. Our general solution is numerial. How-ever, due to the use of deterministi adaptative algorithms ombined withan optimized omplex integration path de�ned in terms of spline funtions,



102 A. Ghinulov, T. Binoththe solution is fast and aurate. It was already used for the alulation ofseveral physial proesses of phenomenologial interest [7, 13�15℄. The two-loop result shown in Fig. 1 was obtained with this method, and was alsoreprodued in Ref. [8℄ with di�erent numerial methods.Regarding the use of numerial versus analytial methods for this typeof alulations, we would like to make the following remark. The nontrivialtwo-point funtions involved in this alulation were �rst alulated numer-ially [7, 8℄, but later on an analytial solution was obtained for them whenthe external momentum is on-shell [16℄. This was possible beause the al-ulation is in essene a one-sale problem if treated in Landau gauge. Thissimpli�es the problem onsiderably. For the three-point ase, beause ofthe omplexity of the diagrams, an analytial solution was not found so far.Still, the existing numerial solution is aurate enough for any pratialpurpose.Our nonperturbative solution to this problem is based on onsideringan O(N)-symmetri sigma model, whih reovers the standard model forN = 4. At an intermediate stage, a double expansion is performed, both inthe oupling onstant and in 1=N . Beause of the ombinatorial strutureof this theory, it is possible to alulate and to sum up the Feynman graphsof all orders whih are generated for a given order in 1=N . This proedureworks in priniple for any Green funtion, but the omplexity of the probleminreases with the number of external legs.The leading order of the 1=N expansion is simply the well�known geo-metri series of bubble self-energy one-loop graphs and was known for a longtime [2�4℄. However, the next-to-leading order is muh more di�ult to al-ulate. The �rst problem enountered is to identify the relevant diagramsin all loop orders. This is most elegantly solved by a ombinatorial trikproposed by Coleman, Jakiw and Politzer [2℄. Their idea onsists of addinga nondynamial piee to the Lagrangian, whih ontains an unphysial aux-iliary �eld. As a result, the dynamis of the theory remains unhanged, butthe Feynman rules are modi�ed, and there are no quarti verties left. Thisleads to a rearrangement of Feynman graphs in the higher orders.Atually, this idea was used originally only at leading order, where itdoes not really simplify the problem. The real power of this rearrangement isapparent only in higher orders. For the next-to-leading order alulation theombinatorial rearrangement of Feynman graphs is pratially unavoidable.After identifying the relevant graphs in all loop orders, a method isneeded for evaluating them. Barring a few trivial ases of limited applia-bility, an analyti solution is not available. We developed a highly e�ientnumerial approah based on the work of Ref. [17℄ on three�loop massivegraphs. In Ref. [9℄ we applied this to two-point funtions. Meanwhile it wasalso extended to three-point funtions [18℄. Most probably these methodsan be extended to more ompliated proesses.



Perturbative and Nonperturbative Higgs Signals 103Beause an analytial solution is not available, the ultraviolet 1=� polesannot be isolated from the graphs as usual and absorbed into the 1=N oun-terterms. A few remarks about renormalization are in order here. First, inontrast with perturbation theory, the hoie of renormalization sheme is ofno relevane whatsoever. After summing up the omplete perturbative seriesof the 1=N oe�ients no residual sheme dependene is left. One obtainspreisely the same physial result by working in any intermediate renormal-ization sheme. This freedom an be best exploited for simplifying to someextent the alulation. Seond, the wave funtion renormalization onstantsturn out to be �nite, as they should be in a nonperturbative solution. Onlythe oupling onstant ounterterms are truly ultraviolet divergent. Sine itis ompliated to extrat the 1=� poles expliitly, we performed the interme-diate renormalization in a nonstandard way, similar to the BPHZ proedure.At the fundamental level of the theory, there is the problem of treatingthe leading-order tahyons of the O(N)-symmetri sigma model in the 1=Nexpansion. The sigma model is widely believed to be trivial, although a rig-orous proof does not exist yet. Within perturbation theory, an indiation oftriviality is the existene of the Landau pole. Similarly, in the 1=N expan-sion there is a tahyon in the Green funtions. In perturbation theory theLandau pole is generated in a region where the beta funtion is not obtainedreliably. Thus the Landau pole an be onsidered at most an indiation oftriviality. In the 1=N expansion the validity of the result depends only onthe value of N , and not on how strong the oupling is. So the previous argu-ment does not apply. Not muh is known about the onvergene propertiesof the 1=N expansion, and it was even suggested that a nonuniform onver-gene may explain the ourrene of the tahyon. Independently from whathappens in higher orders, the tahyon annot be onsidered a predition ofthe theory in the usual derivation of the 1=N expansion. Normally the 1=Nsolution for the Green funtions is obtained by summing up its perturba-tive expansion. The �nal result is thus determined only up to an arbitraryfuntion whih vanishes in perturbation theory. This freedom an be usedto preserve ausality. The residuum of the tahyon pole is preisely suh afuntion. As suh, it an be subtrated at its pole without upsetting theoriginal information from the Feynman diagrams. Our tahyoni regular-ization simply subtrats the tahyon pole from the leading-order two-pointfuntions. This proedure an be repeated onsistently in higher orders ifneessary.It is interesting to note that the saturation e�et is atually within thediret prodution reah of the Large Hadron Collider. We only onsideredthe standard Higgs prodution by gluon fusion. The other prodution meh-anism, the vetor boson sattering, is not yet available nonperturbatively orat two-loop order. It is only known at one-loop [19℄. Studies whih wereperformed at tree level indiate the gluon fusion to dominate up to about 1TeV [20℄.



104 A. Ghinulov, T. BinothThe gluon fusion proess at hadron olliders was studied in detail at lead-ing order [21℄. We inluded the orretion of enhaned eletroweak strengthat NNLO, as a �rst approximation for the nonperturbative 1=N result [22℄.This is beause the three-point funtion is not available yet in the 1=N ex-pansion at NLO. The use of the two-loop result is justi�ed up to about 1.1TeV beause the two-loop Higgs width agrees well with the nonperturbativeresult. To simplify the analysis and to avoid the need for preise detetordetails, suh as atual energy and angular resolutions, we on�ned our anal-ysis to the nonhadroni deay hannels. We onsidered a 100 fb�1 sampleand we asked for a 5� e�et. Then, the four harged lepton hannel anreah up to an on-shell Higgs mass of about 830 GeV [22℄. The two hargedlepton and missing transverse momentum hannels an reah up to about1030 GeV. As one an see in Fig. 1, this value is well within the saturationzone. It is possible that the hadroni hannels may allow one to go evendeeper in the saturation zone, due to a higher branhing ratio. The analysisis ompliated by the presene of a heavy QCD bakground. How well anthe QCD bakground be separated from the signal is a matter of detetorenergy and angle resolution. This is a study whih still needs to be done toassess the full potential of the LHC.In onlusion, we now have the tools for alulating both two-loop or-retions and NLO nonperturbative 1=N expansions in the Higgs setor. Byombining the two expansions we were able to eluidate the strong ouplingbehaviour, and to establish the presene of a mass saturation e�et at about930 GeV. We treated the Higgs resonane in gluon fusion with these meth-ods, and we established that the mass saturation e�et is within the reah ofthe LHC even by onservatively onsidering only purely leptoni hannels.REFERENCES[1℄ W.J. Mariano, S.S.D. Willenbrok, Phys. Rev. D37, 2509 (1988).[2℄ S. Coleman, R. Jakiw, H.D. Politzer, Phys. Rev. D10, 2491 (1974).[3℄ H.J. Shnitzer, Phys. Rev. D10, 1800 (1974).[4℄ L. Dolan, R. Jakiw, Phys. Rev. D9, 3320 (1974).[5℄ R. Casalbuoni, D. Dominii, R. Gatto, Phys. Lett. B147, 419 (1984).[6℄ M.B. Einhorn, Nul. Phys. B246, 75 (1984).[7℄ A. Ghinulov, J.J. van der Bij, Nul. Phys. B436, 30 (1995); A. Ghinulov,Phys. Lett. B337, 137 (1994); (E) B346, 426 (1995); Nul. Phys. B455, 21(1995).[8℄ P.N. Maher, L. Durand, K. Riesselmann, Phys. Rev. D48, 1061 (1993); (E)D52, 553 (1995); A. Frink, B.A. Kniehl, D. Kreimer, K. Riesselmann, Phys.Rev. D54, 4548 (1996).
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